
HISTORY
(specialty 07.00.02)

Kuzmina V.M. Participation of artistic intelligentsia in the central part of Russia within the industrial 
modernization of the country: historiographic survey 

Razmolodin M. L. On identification criteria of belonging to the Black-Hundred

ETHNIC SCIENCE
(specialty 07.00.07)

Loukiyanova O.O. Migration to Estonia after entering the European Union

ECONOMICS
(specialty 08.00.01)

Pokhilko T.N. Innovation system formation as a term of social and economic development of the re
gion

(specialty 08.00.05)

Boikova A.V. The specificity of arbitrage management as a variety of anti-crisis management of the 
organization 

Golodova A.A. Cluster approach to the organization of the regional continual professional education 
system (on the example of Volgograd region)

Mitrophanova T.Ju. The mechanism of High school competitive strategy outwork

Golitsyn S.I. Organization-and-economic mechanisms of education systems adaptation to labor mar
ket

(specialty 08.00.14)

Ponyatovskaya A. F.  Modernization of the institutional sphere of transnational corporations func
tioning

PHILOSOPHY
(specialty 09.00.11)

Jushina S.V. Content analysis of modern terrorism as social and destructive phenomenon

(specialty 09.00.13)

Bitkeev M.P. Buddhism theory of cognition and logics within the context of Kantian criticism of the 
pure reason

Bouryakova O.S. On the question of information and knowledge revolutions

Nagorskikh T.N. Philosophic aspects of creativity competitions



Novgorodskaya N.E.  Political culture as a philosophic category: historic retrospective of the phe
nomenon formation

Petrenko R.A. Genesis of the personal aggression

Cherednichenko I.P. Existential experience of real existence 

(specialty 09.00.14)

Pakhutko M.V. Value bases of religious identity of students in Rostov-on-Don

PokhilkoA.D., Semendyaev F.I. Crisis of the personal identity within the context of Orthodox culture

PHILOLOGY
(specialty 10.01.01)

Poletaeva O.B. Hidden advertisement as an innovation component of modern popular fiction

(specialty 10.02.19)

Koudinova T.A. Language substandard in the aspect of translation theory and practise

Nesvetailo Ju. N. Neologisms and occasionalisms as a means of enlargement of lexical macro-field 
of modern English

Skorobogatova T.I. Poetonyms in phraseological units as markers of sociocultural memory (on the 
material of the French language)

LAW
(specialty 12.00.01)

Batsuev V.I. The possibilities of justice of the peace in justice providing

Dashkevich V. V. Idea of “social state” development

Ignatov A.Ju.  On the question of ethic-and-law responsibility of lawyers in the sphere of citizens' 
rights 

PEDAGOGY
(specialty 13.00.01)

Nazarov  D.M.  Education  technology  projecting  on  the  basis  of  comparative  analysis  of  the 
hermeneutic scientific methodology  

(specialty 13.00.08)

Makarova E.L.  Preparation of the student from pedagogical university for scientific-and-research 
activity: paradigm change



POLITICAL SCIENCE
(specialty 23.00.02)

Osipov A.V. Co-social democracy as a factor of political power consolidation

Rezcova  I.Ju. Books as a political instrument in the third Reich


